
Filtration is Our Business



Since 1980, Filpro Corporation has been committed to providing

the most up-to-date information and the highest quality 

filtration products in the marketplace. Our goal is, and always

has been, to provide customers worldwide with a single

source for all their air, liquid and gas filtration needs. 

Filpro offers both name brands as well as our own line of

high quality filters. Over the years, we have earned the 

reputation for responsibility, reliability and innovation. 

Some of the main reasons for our success is our unwavering

commitment to provide the highest level of customer service,

expert technical support and the most cost-effective filtration

solutions. Filpro's commitment to technical innovation has

provided the industry with benchmark solutions for specific

filtration applications. Today, Filpro is recognized as a leader

in the distribution, design and manufacturing of high quality

filtration products for industry.

Building Relationships Through
Customer Satisfaction

Customer satisfaction is the core of our business. From 

the most fundamental needs to the most demanding 

filtration problem to pressing emergencies you can depend 

on Filpro for a cost-effective solution. Our customer service

representatives and technical staff are among the most

knowledgeable in the industry. They are professionally

trained to troubleshoot any filtration problem and take 

an active role in the complete operation of Filpro. This 

assures that customer demands are quickly met.

Filpro’s mission is to not only to meet your needs, but to 

exceed your expectations. From your initial contact to after

the sale follow-up, our team is committed to providing you

with prompt cost-effective solutions to your specific filtration 

needs, the highest quality products and on-time deliveries. 

The Right Filter, The First
Time...Everytime!

Filpro maintains a comprehensive database for all types 

of filtration. Our engineers regularly monitor new filtration

specifications in order to provide the most current 

information in this ever-evolving industry. We also use a

state-of-the-art computer system  which cross references 

all filter manufacturers’ part numbers. This makes it easy 

to identify the right filter for a specific application, as well 

as offer a Filpro replacement alternative, that meets or 

exceeds the performance of the name brand filter at a 

much lower cost.

Name Brand Filtration Products
or High-Quality Replacements



Custom Design Capabilities

Filpro can meet your filtration needs today, as well as help you

meet your development goals of tomorrow. Filpro’s Specialty

Manufacturing Division welcomes the opportunity to work

with customers to develop, custom design and manufacture

filters to meet specific performance and dimensional 

filtration requirements when a standard filter will not work. Our

design engineers continuously research the latest advances in

filter manufacturing technology, filtration specifications and

raw materials. This assures that the newest technology and

most innovative design principles are used to cost-effectively

solve your filtration problems as quickly as possible. Filpro has

helped many companies with filtration solutions that not only

met the original manufacturer’s requirements, but have helped

improve the overall performance of their equipment, resulting

in increased production and higher company profits. 

In the field, Filpro technicians help customers find high-per-

forming, low cost approaches to filtration needs, maximizing

the performance of their equipment and creating much higher

returns on investment. This combination of technology and 

industry expertise makes Filpro the most cost-effective 

solution available to customers today.

Extensive Inventory For 
Fast Delivery Worldwide

Filpro knows the importance of delivering their products 

as quickly as possible to help customers minimize or 

eliminate production downtime. In order to respond quickly 

to the demands of the different industries we serve, 

Filpro maintains an extensive inventory: 

• Air filter elements

• Dust collector elements

• Liquid filter cartridges

• Liquid filter bags

• Compressor and vacuum pump filter elements

• Hydraulic/oil filter elements



Technically Advanced 
Manufacturing Facilities

Filpro has been consistently expanding and improving our manu-

facturing and design engineering capabilities in order to meet 

the ever increasing demands of our industry. We are always 

researching  new equipment, raw materials, and manufacturing

techniques, which will help us make our filtration products better,

faster and more cost-effective. Today, Filpro’s manufacturing 

facilities are state-of-the-art. We take pride in knowing that we

have the equipment, the technical expertise and the experienced

staff to manufacture the highest quality filtration products in the

marketplace. As designer and manufacturer of our own product

line we are able to control and monitor product quality and 

delivery schedules enabling us to provide a superior replacement

product line at competitive prices with fast turn around.

Filpro’s objective is to continue expanding and diversifying

our product line so that we can offer our customers the most

innovative line of filtration products available anywhere. 

Filpro’s Process Controls Are 
Your Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance is not just a “buzz word” at Filpro. 

The commitment of every Filpro employee is to provide our 

customers with the highest quality filtration products to 

meet their specific needs. Statistical Process Control (SPC) 

is performed at every stage of the manufacturing process.

This process begins with the thorough inspection of incoming

raw material to assure material certifications, through the 

inspection of the finished product. All filters undergo careful

inspection before they leave our plant. This guarantees that

our products are “free of any defect”.  



Provide Maximum Protection
In addition to distributing most major brand name and OEM filters, 
Filpro manufactures a full line of superior replacement air filters. 
Filpro’s air filters are unsurpassed in performance and filter life; 
they provide maximum protection for compressors, blowers, turbines, 
engines and all other air handling equipment. 

Designed For Durability
Filpro air filters are designed to meet or surpass the most stringent 
requirements for long life, superior air flow, high particle retention and
highly effective seals. The standard element frames are sturdily constructed 
of carbon steel; stainless steel and galvanized steel are also available. 
Both faces of the radial fin are supported by woven wire, and the unit 
cores are perforated steel to retain strength for the life of the filter and 
minimize seal failure.

Wide Choice of Filter Medias
Filpro offers many different filter medias that remove contaminates 
as small as 0.3 microns up to 200 microns and provide exceptional 
performance over wide temperature ranges. Filpro filter medias include:
• Polyester      • Screen
• Paper       • Spun Bond
• 80 / 20           • Others to meet specific applications
• Fire Retardant           

Three  Filter Styles to Meet Your Specific Application
• Sewn End Styles have a rugged perforated steel core which is 

attached to pleated woven wire. The filter media covers the 
frame and end gaskets.

• Molded End Style also have a sturdy perforated steel core. The filter
media is pleated between two layers of woven wire. The core and
pleated media is then sealed at both ends with a vinyl rubber seal. 

• Metal End Cap Style similar in design to the Molded End Style except the
core and pleated media is covered at both ends with a metal end cap.

Call toll-free: 800-324-8940
www.filpro.com

Special Features 
of Filpro Air Filters
• High quality replacement filters for brand name and

OEM filters that meet or exceed the specifications 

of the original, at significant savings.

• Extensive cross reference listing most brand name

and OEM filter part numbers. 

• Custom designed filters to meet your specific 

application.

• Provide maximum performance and long filter life.

• Choice of filter styles and medias.

• Large Inventory for fast worldwide delivery.

Air Filter Elements 



Special Features of Filpro 
Dust Collectors
• High quality replacement filters for brand name and

OEM filters that meet or exceed the specifications 

of the original, at significant savings.

• Technical assistance to determine the correct filter

for your specific application.

• Extensive cross reference listing most brand name

and OEM filter part numbers. 

• Custom designed filters to meet your specific 

application.

• Provide maximum performance and long filter life.

• Choice of filter styles, end cap configurations 

and medias.

• Large Inventory for fast worldwide delivery.

Dust Collector Elements 
Maximum Performance and Long Filter Life
Filpro provides the full range of original and replacement cartridges, bags 
and tubes to meet the dust collection needs of any industry that requires 
clean plant air. Our Dust Collector Elements are available in all styles, 
medias, end cap configuration and provide  maximum performance 
over wide temperature ranges. Filpro will help you choose the filter 
that will work the best, the longest and will make your job the easiest 
for your specific application. Even our paper filters are 80% cellulose and
20% polyester to provide exceptional performance in a lower cost filter. 

Media To Meet Your Specific Needs
• Cellulose/Polyester is an 80/20 blend designed to provide greater 

moisture resistance, longer filter life and lower pressure drop 
than a standard paper filter.

• Cellulose/Polyester Fire Retardant media is the same as our standard
80/20 blend, but has been specifically designed for application where
sparks are a concern.

• Spun Bond Polyester is a superior filter media which outperforms and
outlasts any paper media on the market today. This media requires no
inner pleat supports, unlike some others with supports that obstruct up
to 25% of the air flow, and the outer screens are eliminated to provide
even air flow across the media. Spun Bond Polyester is an almost 
indestructible washable media that  provides an increased flow rate,
better dirt retention and a greatly improved filter life. 

• Spun Bond Hydroscopic is a water resistant media with the same 
exceptional features as the Spun Bond Polyester media.

Original or High Quality Replacement Filters
Filpro offers a complete line of replacement filters for dust collection 
that meet or exceed the brand name or original OEM filters performance
specifications. High quality replacement filters are available for:

•  Nordson •  Torit
•  Farr              •  Donaldson
•  TDC                •  Wheelabrator
•  All OEM Filters •  Many others

Call toll-free: 800-324-8940
www.filpro.com



Special Features of Filpro 
Liquid Filter Cartridges
• High quality replacement filters for brand name and

OEM filters that meet or exceed the specifications 

of the original, at significant savings.

• Technical assistance to determine the correct 

filter for your specific application.

• Extensive cross reference listing most brand 

name and OEM filter part numbers. 

• Custom designed filters to meet your 

specific application.

• Provide maximum performance and long filter life.

• Extensive choice of filter styles, end cap 

configurations and medias.

• Large Inventory for fast worldwide delivery.

Liquid Filter Cartridges

Maximum Performance For 
All Liquid Filtration Needs
Filpro provides a full line of brand name and high quality replacement filters and
housings for all liquid filtration needs. This includes pleated cartridges, wound
tubes, resin bonded filters, spun bonded filters, wire mesh filters, depth cartridges,
strainers and bag filters. Expert advice is available on the liquid filtration applica-
tions for fuels, hydraulics, coolants, lube oil, coatings, chemicals and water. 

Wide Range of Cartridge Styles
Filpro cartridges are designed to provide the most economical solution for a wide
range of liquid filtration needs. They are available in all sizes and types to meet
any liquid filtration process with end cap configurations and cores to accommo-
date all standard housings.    

Wide Range of Medias
Filpro offers a wide range medias to meet your specific application. Our medias
feature micron ratings from submicron to 2,000 microns and provide excellent par-
ticulate removal with extremely low pressure drop over a wide range of tempera-
tures. For increased filter life and maximum performance washable medias are
available to meet most liquid filtration applications.

Housings to Meet Any Application
Filpro provides expertly crafted cartridge housings to meet any liquid filtration
process. Multi cartridge, high pressure, low pressure and duplex housings styles
are available to meet your specific application. Materials of construction include
304 through 316 Stainless Steel, Carbon Steel, Aluminum and Polypropylene. 

Call toll-free: 800-324-8940
www.filpro.com



Special Features of Filpro 
Liquid Filter Bags
• Technical assistance to determine the correct 

bag for your specific application.

• Custom designed bags to meet your 

specific application.

• Provide maximum performance and long filter life.

• Choice of bag styles and medias.

• Large Inventory for fast worldwide delivery.

Liquid Filter Bags
A Cost-Effective Solution to 
Liquid Filtration Needs
Filpro filter bags offer high solids collection capacity with low pressure 
drop which translates into longer running cycles and lower operating costs.
Filpro filter bags are available in sizes to accommodate all standard liquid
bag housings and can be used for filtering a wide range of industrial and
commercial process fluids. Our filter bags feature a metal ring sewn into 
the bag top for increased durability and positive sealing, as well as heavy
duty handles for easy installation and removal.

Wide Range of Media Choices
Filpro offers a range of media choices to meet all micron and 
operating temperature  specifications. Particle retention ranges 
from submicron to 2,000 microns.

Available in felt, mono filament and multi filament media types in:
•  Nylon            •  Teflon
•  Polyester           •  Cotton
•  Polypropylene       •  Nomex

Many Options Are Available 
For unique filtering challenges Filpro can customize a filter bag to meet your
exact needs. We can provide any style filter bag including bags with covers
for strict migration requirement, extended length bags, special shaped bags,
multilayered high efficiency bags and bags with plastic tops to meet OEM
replacement specifications.

Liquid Filter Bag Housings
Filpro housings are built to the highest standard of performance and are
available in all the standard models and sizes currently used in the filtration
industry. Materials of construction include 304 through 316 Stainless Steel,
Carbon Steel, Aluminum and Polypropylene. Our housings are hydrostatically
tested to 1 1/2 times their working pressure, are pre-piped, provide low
pressure drop operation, have adjustable height legs and the covers are
5/8”  thick with an O-ring seal to minimize bypassing of unfiltered liquid.

Call toll-free: 800-324-8940
www.filpro.com



Special Features of Filpro 
Compressor and Vacuum 
Pump Filters
• High quality replacement filters for brand name 

and OEM filters that meet or exceed the specifications

of the original, at significant savings.

• Technical assistance to determine the correct 

filter for your specific application.

• Extensive cross reference listing most brand 

name and OEM filter part numbers. 

• Custom designed filters to meet your specific 

application.

• Provide maximum performance and long filter life.

• Choice of filter styles and medias.

• Large Inventory for fast worldwide delivery.

Compressor and Vacuum Pump Filter Elements

Total Source for Compressor 
and Vacuum Pump Filtration
Filpro provides a wide variety of brand name and high quality replacement 
filters to meet all your vacuum pump  and compressor applications, 
including portable/stationary and vertical or horizontal mounting. Our 
complete line of high quality vacuum pump  and compressor filters includes 
air intake filters, air/oil separator elements, oil filters, exhaust filters, 
spin-ons and coalescing and particulate filters for point of use filtration.

Media and Styles to Meet Every Application
Filpro offers a wide range of medias to assure the maximum performance 
for the specific filtering task at hand. For example, Filpro utilizes the most 
efficient filter media available for the coalescing of oil aerosols to achieve 
a removal efficiency of 99.97% of 0.3 micron.

Filpro offers brand name and high quality replacement filters for all domestic
and international Vacuum Pump and Compressor OEMs to include:

•  Air Maze             •  Becker        •  Busch
•  Consler             •  Gast            •  Heidelberg
•  Ingersoll Rand        •  Joy            •  Komori
•  Mann & Hummel       •  Orion        •  Rietschle
•  Atlas Copco           •  Werie       •  Worthington
•  Sullair          •  Gardner Denver

And many others, Please refer to cross reference section for a complete listing.

Call toll-free: 800-324-8940
www.filpro.com



Special Features of Filpro 
Hydraulic/Oil Filters
• High quality replacement filters for brand name 

and OEM filters that meet or exceed the specifications

of the original, at significant savings.

• Technical assistance to determine the correct 

filter for your specific application.

• Extensive cross reference listing most brand 

name and OEM filter part numbers. 

• Custom designed filters to meet your 

specific application.

• Provide maximum performance and long filter life.

• Choice of filter styles and medias.

• Large Inventory for fast worldwide delivery.

Hydraulic/Oil Filter Elements
Maximum Protection Means Less Down Time
Filpro provides brand name and high quality replacement filters to meet the
increased performance demands of today’s hydraulic systems including 
cartridges, Spin-ons, Breathers, In Line and Return Line filters. We can help
you choose the filter that will meet all your requirements for cleanliness,
high capacity, performance, reliability, filter life and economy.

Medias to Meet Specific Applications 
Filpro offers four filter medias which offer the optimum reliability in a 
wide range of temperatures with retention rates from 1 to 200 microns. 
This enables you to choose the media that is most effective for your 
specific application.
• Cellulose is an inexpensive media suited for light duty applications.
• Micro-glass has much better dirt holding capacity  and can last up to 

4 to 5 times longer than cellulose. It provides the ultimate cleanliness
and has superior fluid compatibility with hydraulic fluids, synthetics, 
solvents, and high water based fluids. Improving fluid cleanliness 
provides more reliable equipment, less down time and reduced 
equipment maintenance costs.

• Water Removal Micro-glass has the same features as our Micro-glass
media, but offers the advantage of removing small traces of water
which significantly increases performance and equipment life in 
hydraulic and lube systems.

• Stainless Wire Mesh is a washable media which is suitable 
for heavy duty applications with higher micron retention rates.

Filter Styles to Meet Every Application
Filpro offers high quality replacement filters that meet or exceed the performance
requirements of brand name, domestic and international OEM filters.

•  Pall •  Hycon/Hydac •  Parker
•  Vickers            •  Puralator/PTI
•  Textron         •  Internorman

And may others, Please refer to cross reference section 
for a complete listing.

Call toll-free: 800-324-8940
www.filpro.com



Need Help Ordering?
Filpro’s goal is to provide customers worldwide with a 
single source for all their air, liquid and gas filtration needs.
Our customer service representatives and technical staff are
professionally trained to troubleshoot any filtration need or
problem you may have. From the most fundamental needs 

to the most demanding filtration problem to pressing 
emergencies you can depend on Filpro for the most 
up-to-date information, the highest level of customer 
service, expert technical support and the most cost-effective 
filtration solutions. 

Your Best Source For Name Brand Filtration Products and High-Quality Replacements

Please Telephone, Fax, E-mail or Visit our Website 
For Help with Any Questions or Pricing

Toll Free: 1-800-324-8940 • FAX: 215-699-4737 
E-mail: Filpro1@ Filpro.com  •  Web: www.Filpro.com

• Air Filter Elements

• Dust Collector Elements

• Liquid Filter Cartridges

• Liquid Filter Bags

• Hydraulic/Oil Filter Elements

• Compressor/Vacuum Pump Elements 



Industries Served 
Our filtration products are used worldwide by OEM’s and end users in virtually every industrial applications. 
Some of the major industries we serve include:

Call toll-free: 800-324-8940
www.filpro.com

• Agriculture

• Air Conditioning

• Automotive

• Aviation/Aircraft

• Chemical Processing

• Conveying

• Defense

• Food and Beverage Processing

• Government

• HVAC

• Hydraulics

• Industrial Gas Production.

• Irrigation

• Medical

• Metal Processing Packaging

• Paint Processing

• Petroleum

• Pharmaceuticals

• Plastics

• Pneumatic

• Printing

• Pulp and Paper

• Refrigeration

• Tool & Machine 

• Transportation

• Utilities

• Vacuum Cleaner

• Water Purification

• Wastewater Treatment

Filtration is Our Business
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